This paper studies convergence properties of the block GMRES algorithm when applied to nonsymmetric systems with multiple right-hand sides. A convergence theory is developed based on a representation of the method using matrix-valued polynomials. Relations between the roots of the residual polynomial for block GMHES and the matrix &-pseudospectrum are derived, and illustrated with numerical experiments. The role of invariant subspaces in the effectiveness of block methods is also discussed.
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Block iterative methods have been proposed as an attractive approach for
handling eigenvalue problems and linear systems [lo, 21, 391 . They promise *Work performed at the Center for Supercomputing Research and Development, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, with support from fellowship 2043597 from the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Italy. (Simoncini), and from grant NSF CCR-912010 from the US National Science Foundation (Gallopoulos). 247:97-119 (1996) are rectangular matrices of dimension n X s with s Q n.
LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS
An essential component of BGMRES is the block Amoldi procedure; see [l] . To apply BGMRES we are given an initial guess X(O). Since it is possible to deflate otherwise, we will assume that the initial block residual R(O) := B -AX(') is of full rank. BGMRES generates an approximate solution X("') over the block Krylov subspace W,( A, R(O)) = span{ II('), AR('), . .
. , A"'-'R(O)).
Hnl is the space generated by the matrix R(O), where K,,, is the space generated by a vector r (') The approximate BGMRES solution is Xc"') = .
X(O) + Z,, where Z, solves the minimization problem min ]I@') -AZIIr, ZEK,"
(l-2)
with I] * IIF the Frobenius norm. We refer to [40] for a detailed description of the BGMRES algorithm, and to [ll] for an example of use of BGMRES.
Under certain conditions on the starting residuals, each iteration of block Amoldi generates s linearly independent vectors, leading to finite termination in at most [n/s1 iterations. In general, however, n is very large relative to s, and the method will be considered effective only if a good approximation to the exact solution is determined in a number of iterations much We will provide sharper estimates of residual behavior by assuming that A is diagonalizable, with all eigenvalues in C'. In particular we assume that 0 < %(A\,> < *** < %(h,).
Unless stated otherwise, for the remainder of this paper, we will assume that the rank of Db, is ms. We will be referring to this as the full-rank assumption and note that it is appropriate for convergence studies, though any implementation of the algorithm must take account of the possible rank loss [12, 28, 331. The full-rank assumption is guaranteed to hold if cJ_ 1 pj( A)ry) + 0 for all pj E P,_ 1 [4] .
Since A is real, its eigenvalues are symmetric with respect to the real axis.
We can thus construct an ellipse F,(c, e, a) which contains A,, . . . , A, and has center c on the real axis, foci c + e, and major semiaxis a [16] . Furthermore e2 is real, and the ellipse is symmetric with respect to the real axis.
Let T, denote the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind and degree m. The following lemmas will be useful for the main result of the section. For a proof of the first one see for example [26] .
Let F denote the ellipse F(O, 1, a>, including its interior, centered at the origin with major semiaxis a and eccentricity one. Then
The next lemma follows easily after manipulating algebraic expressions for T,,. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a, e be both real (imaginary) with positive real (imaginary) part; let also c E [WC with lel < c. Then
L(a/e)
T,+,(S)
I I
p"'+l + l/p"'+'
Consider the real function B(t) = ( p'+' + l)/( pf -1) with t E [l, m>. It is easy to shows that when p > 1, 0 is a monotonically decreasing function of t, so that o(t) < O(1) for t E [l, ~1, which proves (2.2).
??
The next lemma is a straightforward exfension of [21, Lemma 5, part (a)].
Let F,(c, e, a> be as above, and define R to be R(O) with the sth column omitted. ??
LEMMA 2.4.
Let U be the matrix of linearly independent eigenvectors of
We next characterize the norm of the individual residual vectors after approximating the solution from K,( A, R(O)). As in the symmetric case analyzed in [21], we will p rovide a bound in terms of Chebyshev polynomials. To simplify notation we derive the result for the sth residual vector. The result also holds for other residuals, provided the subscript s is changed accordingly. THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a diagonalizable matrix of order n with its eigenvalues in @+. Let the ellipse ITs(c, e, a> contain A,, , . . , A, and be such that c E Ri is its center, e2 is real, and the origin is exterior to the ellipse. Let r,on) = b, -Axim) be the residual of the sth system of (1.1) u;hen approximated using the BGMRES algorithm with starting block R("). Then thP ,sth residual satisfies where S does not depend on m.
Proof.
BGMRES computes X'"" so that the trace tr[( R'"")TR'""] is minimized. This is achieved by minimizing jlrj"')ll (1 < j < s). Hence the residual to be minimized is expressed as a linear combination of {U s, . , . , u,,). It follows from (2.6) that
We next bound each of the terms (2.7), (2.81, and (2.9).
(2.7): From (2.5) and Lemma 2.1 we obtain
where S, is the value obtained from the summation term. Observe that the distribution of the excluded eigenvalues affects both the value of w and the ellipse F,. For example, the exclusion of the eigenvalues with small real part and large imaginary part will prevent one from having to deal with minimization over ellipses which are too close to the origin and have large radii. This will improve the behavior of the method and could make (2.3) a better bound for the residual behavior.
:~. MATRIX-VALUED POLYNOMIALS AND BGMRES
In this section we represent BGMRES using matrix-valued polynomials. me obtain convergence results for the method and spectral information for the matrix.
In order to generate the basis of K,,,( A, R("'), block Arnoldi carries out the following process:
vi+, x,+1,, = Al71 -i 17k xk.r i = l,..., m -1,
where Vi E [FB"'", xk,i E [w'x". Here x0 o is computed so that the columns of V, are orthonormal.
We define Z to be the upper block The next result generalizes Theorem 3.1 to nondiagonalizable matrices.
The proof is similar except that it uses the bound (3.6) instead of (3.4).
THEOREM 3.2. Let R'"' = a,( A) 0 R(O) with R(O), R(") E R" xs, A E Rnx", and am E pm S. Then
II R'"'ll < & IIqJ*,II~(")ll. polynomial has small norm values on h,(A); however, the inequality (3.5) is not sharp, and llR'"'ll may b e small even for large values of the norm of a,,,. These issues are discussed in greater detail next.
3.1.
Roots of the BGMRES Polynomial and z+Pseudospectrunz From the full-rank assumption, det(@,(h) has ms zeros. From now on, we will be referring to these (latent roots) simply as roots of Q,,,.
We first note that 2m is the matrix representation of the section of A in 
Proof
The residual polynomial a.,, is determined by a",( A) = P,,, S," + , .
Recalling the definition of Snl+ 1, Note that u,,,+ I is nonsingular, since x,,+ I, ,,, is nonsingular and yn, is the product of Givens rotations. We can thus rewrite the recursion (3.2) as AP,,-1 = pm -@it -Sm C: I x,,, + 1, ,,s 4) + @,,I ( A\> a,,: 1 xm -1. ,I, En, . We use a generalization of the Gerschgorin circle theorem, due to Feingold and Varga [6]; adapted to our notation and Hessenberg matrices, the theorem reads as follows. In exact arithmetic, Amoldi will generate an invariant subspace for rj in at most mj iterations.
This is also true of block Amoldi, but since each step of the block algorithm takes at least s matrix-vector multiplications, it is important to be able to form the invariant subspace as efficiently as possible. To see that even in exact arithmetic, and with full rank for R, the block method can be ineffective, let s = 2, and choose r2 = Ar,. Then the block subspace corresponds to the set (r,, Ar,, Ar,, A2r,, . . .}, so that r2 plays no role, and m, -1 iterations of block Amoldi are needed. In the other extreme, let all 4 be identical, and let the full-rank assumption hold. Then, after ml/s iterations, 
